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The orchard provides a much needed safe area for women and old people to exercise their pets, and 
socialise. mental health and animal welfare aspects should be a key co sideration of the quorn 
community. Many older owners do not have sufficient garden to allow their dogs to run. As a dog 
owner I find the amount of dog fouling in Stafford orchard, and the park en route to the slabs is a 
major issue and use of CCTV and fines would be useful. Preventing dogs being off the lead will have 
no impact as it is an owner issue. Prevention of children without adequate supervision would be 
more useful as school children on bikes scooters and in the surrounds of the play area are a greater 
threat to users of the park. Human waste removal, packaging etc should be improved and the 
disabled access via the car park should be opened up as soon as possible. There is no lit pathway 
through the orchard at night due to intransigence over wall repairs which is a security issue to users 
of the park. Any changes to park use should go to a public vote. 

Dog fouling is a problem everywhere not just in Stafford Orchard and has been for years. It is illegal 
and the council could take legal action agains the minority of irresponsible dog owners but it doesn’t 
currently do so. There are already dogs on lead prohibition orders in place in parts of the village 
which again are not enforced indeed mainly of the signs have been removed or damaged. So my 
view is more signs about putting dogs on leads will not achieve anything. As a resident it is my view 
that council should use its existing powers to enforce the law and ensure that the street wardens we 
pay for do patrol Quorn and indeed pay for more warden coverage which is an option available to it. 
Also the councils bylaws give powers to council officers to take action in certain cases and these 
could presumably be amended to include dog fouling. Dogs on leads may prevent dangerous dogs 
being free but doesn’t prevent dog fouling. 

We love Stafford Orchard but with two children who are extremely nervous around dogs it can be a 
daunting experience at times. We have often found that we have excitable dogs off leads jumping up 
at us which further increases my children’s nervousness. I have in the past left the park having to 
return home and change my clothes as I have been left with muddy paw prints on them! Owners 
replies are often ‘he’s just a baby, he won’t harm you, he’s just saying hello’ - I appreciate all that but 
if they are that way inclined please put them on a lead. We are of course also working hard to help 
our children adjust to dogs and feel more comfortable around them but it’s a slow process. I would 
wholeheartedly support a dogs on lead policy. 

Dogs on leads should be more of a problem in the street. I'm sick of dogs off leads in the street 
crossing roads putting other dogs at risk! This is more of a problem. When I move home I shall get a 
dog..I would want my dog to run free on the park as I don't drive! Very important. Those who have 
dogs that bite..muzzle! Those that poop..clean it! Simple..stop dogs going on the park at night time! 
Dog poop can't be seen..so owner can't see what's going on. Dangerous. Day time just be sensible. 
Muzzle if they bite but let them run. Don't deprive the animal of a well loved run..they need it. 

I walk through stafford orchard every day and frequently sit or stand to talk to people. I like to watch 
the various dogs running around the park and find their owners engaging. I dont think wel behaved 
dogs need to be kept on the lead and it would not be fair on the dogs as there is nowhere else to go. 
Dog fouling is rife around the village especially on the streets, i have not noticed much in the park 
but i dont tend to walk on the grassy areas. i would like to see the normal path opened again and 
people on bike s and scooters banned from riding them on the paths 

My dog is mostly on his lead when we walk as he isn’t always keen on other dogs but occasionally 
when it’s empty of others we throw a ball for him. Uncontrolled dogs are something we look out for 
(he panics and woofs at them) but happy to do so.. In the summer when hot it’s nice to let them cool 
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off in the river safely as it’s shallow and for older dogs easy to get out again. Dog fouling is a selfish 
thing and makes me very cross as it is easy to keep dog bags in your coat or lead ready to go out but 
I haven’t noticed it as an issue there?. 

I can’t walk either of my 2 dogs on the Stafford orchard or cricket pitch due to the amount of offlead 
and loose dogs with nobody giving a care! Just to add also over lockdown (September 2020 time) a 
loose black spaniel ran and jumped into my daughters pushchair ontop of her! The owner did not 
care and the dog did scratch my daughter ( 8 months old at the time) luckily we have dogs at home 
and I am way too forgiving for the fact it wasn’t the dogs fault that I did not report the lady in 
question. 

we own a dog we can't let off lead......terrible recall. nervous. I hate it when off lead dogs are 
allowed to come up to him ....it frightens him. Most dogs would be ok with it Im sure. This isn't an 
easy answer: parks: dogs should really be allowed off leads..... but only if recall is brilliant and 
owners keep an eye on the dogs not their phones. never able to police that though. making any park 
dogs on lead only seems like a draconian move to me. pool efforts into educating owners. 

What has triggered this survey? What are the desired outcome from the survey? When and how will 
the results of the survey be published? I welcome clarity on what is meant by the term dogs on lead? 
Stafford Orchard is used by a range of folk for a diverse range of purposes it seems strange to single 
out a specific group as being problematic. Broken bottles, discarded takeaways as well as illicit drugs 
paraphernalia are equally worthy subjects to be tackled if not more so. 

I was bitten by a dog running off its lead on the early evening of 5 Nov 2020 as I was jogging alone. It 
was a horrible experience. The owner couldn't have cared less and was on her phone. I had to have a 
tetanus jab, and reported it to the police, who eventually went to see her. I never run through there 
any more. I would fully support dogs on leads or at least notices for well behaved dogs recall trained 
with attentive owners - never a problem. 

My 5 year old daughter is afraid of dogs and with so many dogs off their leads and running into the 
play areas she can’t relax and we end up going home. My view is that it’s a park and not a dog 
training field. Dogs should be kept on a lead. Also when we’ve had picnics, dogs come over as they 
can smell the food, this makes us and my daughter very uncomfortable. Not all people are dog lovers 
and dog owners should be mindful and respect that. 

There are simply too many dogs not on leads in a park frequented by lots of children. Most of the 
dogs are not in control - they rarely go back to their owners on their first command. As a dad of a 
young child, it does make me nervous when there are dogs not on leads around children. There is 
definitely an increase in dog fouling - possibly because the dog owners are not aware their dogs have 
fouled rather than them being negligent. 

I use the park for my children but cannot take my dogs as the sheer amount of people with there 
heads in there phones and no clue where there dog is, is crazy. Last week an elderly woman had a 
Labrador jumping up her as she’d picked her dog up. I never found the owner of the lab at all, until it 
suddenly darted off the park and the owner was stood in the big gate way (car/gardeners acess) just 
waiting for the dog! 
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The majority of dog owners who use the park are thoughtful owners who pick up their dog’s poop 
and have their dogs under control. A tiny tiny majority don’t and are more than likely not from the 
village. The village also has foxes that roam around at night. They definitely pee and poop in the park 
because my dog has rolled in it and it stinks! So when people complain, it may not necessarily be dog 
poop. 

I think not being able to allow dogs to play off-lead will be an inconvenience to a number of park 
users. Most users are considerate and keep their dogs under control. There will always be some 
owners who allow their dogs to be disruptive and who don't pick up after their dogs, but bringing in 
a dogs on lead rule will penalise those who behave responsibly and won't necessarily stop dog 
fouling. 

Dogs are unpredictable and everyone presumes everyone likes dogs! The mess is getting worse. I 
was in the park when one ran off from its owner, it didn't come back and ran out onto the main road 
from Mountsorrel into Quorn. The only problem with the policy, is where can dogs be let off leads to 
play fetch or exercise? Perhaps it should be a policy between certain times that they are on a lead? 

I don't think there is a need for a dogs on lead policy. I have a young child and have never noticed a 
problem in the interaction between children and dogs in the field. I also don't think dog fouling is a 
problem any more than it is in any other area. I think the types of owners who don't pick up after 
their dogs now still wouldn't pick up the dog foul even with a dogs on lead policy. 

I think we have a school child problem with littering. I often walk my dog and pick up the litter. Last 
summer after all the picnickers lefts I picked up the bottle of fizz and the left over pizza boxes. 
Control those guys also.. and the people that sobt pick up after their dogs fouling… this is happening 
in the streets also. Please do a Stafford orchard survey on litter too ! 

The vast majority of dogs are well behaved, only a handful aren’t. It’s down to the owners to keep 
them on the lead but unfortunately not all do. It would be a shame for the well behaved dogs to be 
kept on a lead and would only drive more dog owners up to the cricket pitch where there’s already a 
large gathering. I’ve noticed more dog mess there than Stafford Orchard. 

I use the park when running, some dogs are off the lead but on the whole are no nuisance. You 
might get the odd one but this is a rarity. I think dogs should be able to run about and therefore I 
would not support “all dogs on a lead” policy. However, I will continue to use Stafford Orchard as it’s 
a great space and adds to the character of Quorn 

Dogs that are well exercised tend to be more sociable if handled well by their owners. I put my dog 
on a lead when people are having a picnic or there are too many Children about. If you introduce 
dogs on leads policy, then I will have to use my car in order to find elsewhere to exercise him well. 
This is not good for the environment!! 

My dog is very well behaved but is kept on the lead because of his breed and peoples stereotypes 
but he has been approached 3 times last 4months by other dogs who have then tried to bite him. 
Their owners have been so far away they are unable to do anything. I find it very annoying. As if my 
dog ever retaliated he’d get the bad press. 

As a dog owner who always cleans up after my dog I really find it annoying when owners do not 
clean up their dog poo. Perhaps more cctv should be put in place subject to council budget. I don't 
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very often exercise my dog at the park as when I visit the park it is normally with my young daughter 
to use the swings. 

Dog fouling occurs because groups of dog owners stand talking and not watching what their dogs are 
doing, it only takes a few seconds for that to happen.we like to let our dog off the lead but are 
watchfull of it all the time. Bradgate Park has a lead only policy but this could be to deer chasing of 
dog. 

Disgusting that dogs are allowed to foul in Stafford Orchard, children especially can be knocked over, 
any “ mess” is easily trodden into shoes or even worse small children can fall into it. A lot of people 
are uneasy if dogs run and jump up as often happens. Quote” He won’t hurt you”. 

It is a park that encourages small children and wildlife what with the brook and people with dogs 
need to remember that small children don’t always like dogs running up to them aswell as adults 
don’t! And nor do ducks! Makes sense to always have dogs on leads in such and enviroment ! 

If the problem is that bad, intoduce some dog waste bags located near the bins!! like they used to 
be, as a Quorn resident we are charged enough on our council tax!! Im sure the council can afford to 
supply them,. Then there is no excuse for the mess not being cleared up, 

I very rarely use the park for exercising my dogs but would not come at all if on the odd occasion I do 
they couldn’t run off lead. I never let them off if children or people are near as am aware not all 
people like dogs so I do tend to go at anti social times anyway 

Ideal place for dog owners to exercise their dogs although I do not own one I enjoy watching them 
run around. Issue with dog poo should be targeted at the owners. There is cctv can this not be used 
to identify bad owners and watch out for misbehaving gangs of youths. 

Happy with dogs off the lead if responsible owners. We keep ours on the lead because his recall isn’t 
very good but have never had any issues in the park. It’s more the specific group of children after 
school that hang around in the skate park that are a problem! 

Children not use to dogs can’t run around on the open grass in any park in quorn due to dogs off 
leads. Numerous times my kids have had dogs jump at them while playing which always results in 
tears and panic. If near to a park and kids dogs should be on leads! 

improving dog fouling is down to continuing awareness campaigns, and bins etc to put the waste. 
Banning dogs would be an irrational decision, based on a minority of people visiting their personal 
issues on the village. Opening the path will be a good idea!! 

We are so, so lucky to have such a lovely place to just sit or walk and enjoy, also to take our children 
and grandchildren to play safely, but such a shame that a few dog owners are so negligent and 
selfish to allow their dog to foul and not pick it up. 

The dog poo issue needs sorting, but not sure how you police that! I see it more on streets around 
quorn, but have spotted a couple of occasions on the park. If dogs are well behaved I don't see it a 
problem allowing them off the lead. 

I am in the park at least twice daily and I love the dogs we meet every day. I have never had any 
issues and love to watch them playing and running around. It would be desperately sad if they were 
no longer allowed to run free and play 
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I do not think a dogs on lead policy will resolve dog fouling in Stafford Orchard. Not cleaning up after 
your dog in an offence, and an initiative to educate dog owners and a means of tackling this more 
directly should be considered. 

Dogs jumping up on young children is a problem as is dog poo - especially in the large open grassed 
area and around the older children's play area. Dogs being kept on leads and owners being made 
accountable would help with this. 

This is a terrible idea many people require this parcel as a means of exorcise for there dogs in there 
busy schedule and it would also reduce the amount of profit the cafe makes in the parck. I am totally 
against this 

I think it is not the right place for dogs to be exercised off the lead as some dog owners struggle to 
control their dogs which frightens children. It would also help control the dog fouling problem too 

The majority of dog owners are very sensible, pick up poo and only let them off lead if they and 
other dogs are safe. Why should the odd rare individual mean that other peoples lives have to 
change. 

It’s addressing the owners not the dogs. There are many responsible owners and a few who are not. 
Maybe fines for irresponsible dog owners? Notices if your dog is anti social keep it on a lead! 

Most dog owners are responsible - there will always be a minority of irresponsible unfortunately It's 
a good place for families as the children can safely play whilst the family dog is exercised 

I used to live in Quorn and used Stafford Orchard quite a bit when I did. Dogs not being on leads was 
not an issue for me but their owners need to take responsibility and pick up after them. 

I’m not a dog owner but this constant picking on dog owners in Quorn is annoying. There are some 
very good dog owners in Quorn and some lovely dogs. It’s all part of a village in my opinion 

Children leaving litter after school create more mess than dogs in my opinion. There are lots of 
lovely, responsible dog owners in Quorn and our park is a lovely place to enjoy together. 

The problem with owners not picking is not confined to the park it is all around quorn, mainly with 
some dog owners not putting their dogs on leads, thereby ignoring when the dog stops 

Absolutely ridiculous idea to have a dogs on leads policy, what makes you think people will pick up 
after their dog if it’s on a lead. Any issues with dog mess will still be there 

as long as you have good recall with your dog there is ABSOLUTELY NO NEED for an on lead policy. 
Punishing responsible dog owners for the actions of a minority is not the answer. 

Fouling is an issue that needs tackling. But the park should be for all the community including dog 
owners. Area are fenced in for the little ones to keep dogs out, rightly so. 

It’s frustrating how all dog owners think everyone loves dog especially muddy wet ones. I definitely 
think dogs should be made to be on leads around the kids play areas. 
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The occasional bad dog owner even with dogs on leash are spoiling it for everyone the fouling all 
over Quorn is due to the owner not the dog more monitoring is required 

Open spaces are needed for dogs to run around. How awful to even think about a ‘dogs on lead’ 
policy. I feel so sad that someone is even thinking about introducing it. 

Please can we ban dogs on Caves field, the amount of dog mess is ridiculous. Plenty of fields near by 
to use. It is for cricket and children to enjoy, not a toilet. 

Owners should know their dogs well enough to know whether they need to be on a lead or not. A 
blanket policy restricts those dogs that can be trusted off the lead. 

I think you need to focus more on the vandalism and littering from the Rawlings kids , you seem to 
do nothing about and put in better cctv ! Pathetic 

Some owners don’t watch their dogs when off off the lead. (Usually on their phones) I don’t like big 
dogs, especially when they come up to me. 

Dog fouling is a problem in Quorn but never seen it in Stafford Orchard. Dogs there also tend to be 
very well behaved, never had any issues. 

Misbehaving minority shouldn't ruin it for the community. They're are very free places to walk dogs 
off lead and they need to be protected. 

The wall and closed path is the only issue our family has with the park. This seriously impedes our 
use of the park every time we visit. 

Question 7 is not very helpful. No I don’t think one is needed. But yes as a dog owner if one was 
introduced then I would follow it. 

Only allow dogs off leads on the one large grass area only. People who don't like dogs are then 
happier round the rest of the park 

Dogs should be on leads as off lead dogs are not always under control and owners are not always 
aware where their dogs foul. 

Is this really a priority for the council? There are people in the village with real problems who need 
your assistance 

Dogs on lead policy should not be implemented as it will remove one of the only places in the village 
to walk dogs! 

Fouling is an issue but I don't feel its related to dogs on leads or not. I do support measures to 
reduce fouling 

You should be installing more lighting across the paths. Lack of lighting is a hazard for users more 
than dog poo! 

Any issues with dogs should be taken up with the owners, not by restricting the use of Stafford 
Orchard for dogs. 
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Please take the local residents opinions and feedback as priority who live in close vicinity to the 
Orchard 

I have no issues with dogs been around just don’t like it when they steal my picnics and owners don’t 
care 

Having a young child who is scared of dogs, when we go and there are loose dogs we often have to 
go home! 

Please don't let the actions of a few inconsiderate dog owners ruin the use of space for the majority. 

Please do not introduce a dogs on lead policy. It is an unnecessary restriction on civil liberties. 

Dog fouling is much worse around the streets of Quorn, this is what needs to be addressed. 

Whenever I see dogs on park they are always well behaved and with responsible owners 

Feels like you are just targeting dog use and not the wider use of Stafford orchard 

The majority of dog owners are very considerate. I have more issue with littering. 

Dogs need to run. If the dog is misbehaving then that is a different problem. 

Hope individuals actions don't impact the majority of responsible dog owners 

I am fed up of my toddler treading in dog poo every time we go to the park! 

Maybe more dog bins for the poo, anything to make people pick it up please 

Can people clean up mess in Stafford orchard and in Quorn streets please 

Additional dog waste bins and cctv is all that’s needed in my opinion 

It all depends on dog owners being responsible and dogs well behaved 

Can be intimidating, some of the dogs not on leads or under control. 

I would conform to a dogs on leads policy but I don’t support it. 

Dog fouling is the worst thing. I think fines should be imposed. 

A well behaved dogs off leads option could be considered instead 

All dogs on leads would make the area safer for everyone. 

The rubbish left by teenagers is a bigger issue than dogs 

A well behaved dog off a lead is nice to see in the park 

Too many cars parked using Quorn as a commutor car park 

I already do not take my dog of it’s lead 
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Major problem with dog fouling 

Need more dog Poo bins 

Please fix the wall 

Terrible 

Dog fouling is a problem and not just in Stafford Orchard. 

I happen to have 3 leg joint replacements, so a loose dog of some bulk racing towards me is 
definitely dangerous to me – if they crashed into me/leapt up it would probably mean major 
damage- hospitalisation and maybe surgery. 

Dog fouling is a big problem in Quorn.  I have a ten year old son who likes playing football and we 
both feel vulnerable when dogs are running around loose on the park. 

In an area with young children, dogs need to be controlled. 

Owners do not control their dogs- they may think they do but when a dog wants to go off it will.  
Dog owners think everybody likes dogs but they do not and they feel scared when they run towards 
them and dirty paws on clothes does not help – keep on leads! 

Litter is more of an issue including dog waste bags.  More litter notices would help, including fines. 

Most owners are responsible people but there are occasionally messes to navigate. 

I would still use Stafford orchard but not as often.  I think it would be a shame to penalise those of is 
who are responsible dog owners as the park is a good secure area where owners can let their dogs 
off lead safely. 

It is good to let dogs run loose but need to be controlled and obedient ie trained to come when 
called as then safer for everyone including both young children/toddlers and older folk especially 
those who need assistance with walking and enjoying our lovely park. 

There are not many sites in Quorn where a dog can be let off the lead.  If a dogs on lead policy is 
introduced, there should be a designated area (fenced off if required) where a dog can be exercised.  
I am happy with SO as is. 

SO is one of only two open spaces in Quorn where dogs are able to run freely.  There is not a 
noticeable fouling issue and even if there was this would not be resolved by dogs being kept on a 
lead.  Dog owners don’t start ignoring their dogs when they’re not on a lead.  There are other areas 
in the village which suffer from dog fouling i.e. the jitty at the top of Station Road 

A large part of SO is grassed and in nicer weather many people and families sit on this area to picnic 
and generally relax.  It is vital this area is kept clean, safe and healthy.  Perhaps a patrician can be 
fenced off purely for dogs to run loose and exercise. 

It would be a relief to be able to sit and enjoy the park without dogs coming up to sniff around. 

Would be very pleased if dogs were kept on a lead 

 


